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This meant that his wife Faith, along with his faith is gone and it pained him. One story is of a man leaving his
wife one night and venturing into the woods, and the other is of his struggle with his religious faith. Brown
struggles with turning his back on his faith and everyone he knows and cherishes. However, after several more
examples of the stones, we realize how important they are to the plot. Symbolism is also very effectively
applied in both stories. There are also Formalist criticism focus on the presentation of a story as a unique unit,
existing outside of any influence from outside society, culture, or time However Hawthorne uses
characterization as symbols to evoke fear. First paragraph of introduction 1. Hawthorne masterfully uses
adjectives such as: dreary, darkened, and gloomiest help provoke mental pictures of 17th century Puritan life.
Though, the story is filled with dark gloomy imagery, still Hawthorne was able to keep us wanting to know
more base on the fact its Salem village and we all know their history. It provides symbolism to certain events
and provokes emotions amongst the characters, especially those of Goodman Brown. Within every man there
is an innate difference between good and evil and Hawthorne's deliberate use of ambiguity mirrors this
complexity of human nature. Hawthorne was a master of symbolism, throughout his books, strong symbolism
and vivid imagery are used to take the readers mind through a maze of thought pr Symbolism In Young
Goodman Brown essay Nathaniel Hawthorne Nathaniel Hawthorne was an excellent and creative user of
allegory and symbolism in his writings. Finally, the entire story takes place at night, in a foreboding forest,
hidden under the cover of darkness. Therefore, questions form about dream or real life occurrences, and it
lingers over the minds of the readers after this ominous, short story ends. In parallel Edgar Allan Poe also uses
colors to represent death and summon fear. However, Faith, Goodman Browns wife, calls him back and insists
that he stay home tonight since she has had a bad dream about this journey. For example, the cold drops from
the hanging twig as Brown awakes are not a Christian baptism since the water does not sprinkle on his head
like in most Christian baptisms. A story of temptation and faith, overflowing with hidden meaning and
symbolism. Graves, suggesting death in the summer. On the cuantrary, in the first paragraph Black Elk puts
himself in the young mans place and agrees that if he himself was in that position that he would do everything
in his power to receive the hand of the young maiden. Salem Village itself embodies an eerie since in regards
to the witch trials and executions that were held there during this time period. Black Elk makes it quite clear
that he admires the bravery that the boy showed in his quest to steal the girl away and make her his own. In
comparison, Nathaniel Hawthorne uses characterization gives the belief. Allegories use events, characters or
symbolism as a bizarre or abstract representation of ideas in the story, and throughout "Young Goodman
Brown", Hawthorne uses a heavy amount of symbolism, as well as his characters and the events of the story
line to develop a religious allegory. Goodman Brown is a newlywed Puritan man who undergoes a journey
which goes against everything he knows as a Puritan. This is the aspiration and the stated goal of humanity,
however like a disease that starts in the roots of an ancient, noble tree, humanity is cursed with a sickness.
This shows great fear that Goodman Brown felt at this point of the story. Both authors use references to the
bible as well. When his wife crosses the street in ecstasy to meet him, he ignores her and walks away. The
forest is also another symbol Hawthorne uses to evoke fear. Hawthorne uses these techniques to bring out the
religious themes within the story. The registration process just couldn't be easier. This theme is present in
many passages of the text. This explains the symbolism that Hawthorne uses throughout the work. The forest
through which Young Goodman Brown is traveling is dark, almost formless by his description with changes in
the landscape so subtle, it is almost dreamlike. Old Man Warner speaks of this in The Lottery when e makes
his speech about other towns giving up the lottery; its better to commit evil and stay traditional than stand for
good by breaking tradition  In life everything always seems like one thing but in there end it turns out they
were completely wrong. The young man seized it, and beheld a pink ribbon. In Nathaniel Hawthorne's "Young
Goodman Brown," the faith of an individual conflicts with the faith of the community. Regardless of being a
fictional character or a nonfiction, we get presented evidence in which both individuals experience problems
that at the time the puritan society could relate too.


